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internal needs and external context, individuals maintain stable goals and pursue
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purposeful action. Functional neuroimaging research examining the neural
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traditions, as evident in the largely separate literatures on “cognitive control” and on

Cognitive control

“decision making.” Both topics investigate the formulation of desires and intentions, the

Decision making

integration of knowledge and context, and the resolution of conflict and uncertainty.

Neuroeconomics

Additionally, each recognizes the fundamental role of the prefrontal cortex in supporting

Prefrontal cortex

flexible selection of behavior. But despite this notable overlap, neuroimaging studies in

underpinnings of such behavioral flexibility has progressed within several distinct

cognitive control and decision making have exerted only limited influence on each other, in
part due to differences in their theoretical and experimental groundings. Additionally, the
precise organization of control processing within prefrontal cortex has remained unclear,
fostering an acceptance of vague descriptions of decision making in terms of canonical
cognitive control functions such as “inhibition” or “self-control.” We suggest a unifying role
for models of the hierarchical organization of action selection within prefrontal cortex.
These models provide an important conceptual link between decision-making phenomena
and cognitive-control processes, potentially facilitating cross-fertilization between these
topics.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1.

control represents one the most active areas of research in
cognitive neuroscience.

Introduction

Human thoughts and actions are notable for their flexibility. In
the face of environmental uncertainty, we adaptively adjust
our immediate behavior to reach our long-term goals. This
flexibility carries significant computational costs: the brain
must reconcile the shifting relationships among external
stimuli, inhibit unimportant stimuli to focus on current
goals, integrate past and present information, and project
the consequences of an immediate action for future outcomes.
Collectively, these psychological processes are referred to as
“cognitive control” (Miller and Cohen, 2001).
Research on the neural basis of cognitive control has focused
on the prefrontal cortex (PFC), particularly its lateral (Brass
et al., 2005; Koechlin and Summerfield, 2007; Petrides, 2005) and
dorsomedial (Botvinick et al., 2004; Paus, 2001; Ridderinkhof
et al., 2004a; Rushworth et al., 2004) aspects. Seminal early work
described control processes in broad terms, based on deficits
shown in animals and humans with prefrontal lesions (Franz,
1902; Milner, 1963; Shallice and Burgess, 1991; Spaet and
Harlow, 1943). The advent of human functional neuroimaging,
along with parallel advances in single-unit electrophysiology,
has allowed researchers to parse cognitive control into a set of
specific sub-processes associated with distinct parts of PFC
(Carter et al., 2000; Johnston et al., 2007; Mansouri et al., 2007;
Smith and Jonides, 1999). New models (Fig. 1A) integrate
psychological properties of cognitive control (e.g., organizing
goals at multiple temporal scales) with functional properties of
PFC (e.g., connectivity with other regions; Koechlin et al., 2003).
Though many aspects of prefrontal organization remain
unknown, the development of new models for behavioral
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In parallel, research on the neural basis of decision making
—often described as the emerging discipline of “neuroeconomics” or “decision neuroscience”—has emphasized similar
sets of psychological concepts and brain substrates. As outlined
in typical reviews of this field, successful decision making
requires adaptive behavior in a range of contexts: identifying a
set of choice options, inhibiting the temptation of immediate or
certain outcomes, integrating different variables like probability
and value, and projecting the consequences of a choice for our
goals (Fig. 1B; Camerer et al., 2005; Platt and Huettel, 2008;
Rangel et al., 2008). Brain substrates within PFC have been
found to play a critical role in flexible decision making (Koechlin
and Hyafil, 2007; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004b), in part through
modulatory influences on affective and reward systems
(Beauregard et al., 2001; Hare et al., 2009; Knoch et al., 2006).
Despite this striking conceptual and mechanistic overlap,
human neuroimaging research into decision making has
proceeded in a surprisingly separate fashion from research
examining cognitive control. There have been only limited
attempts to incorporate models of cognitive control into
decision neuroscience research (e.g., Daw et al., 2006), with
most current work describing PFC function in broad terms of
“self-control” or “inhibition” (Figner et al., 2010; Hare et al.,
2009; Knoch et al., 2006). Cognitive control research, in turn,
has yet to capitalize on the innovations in experimental
design common to decision neuroscience, such as advanced
modeling of decision behavior or reinforcement learning
(Dayan and Daw, 2008; Hsu et al., 2009; Pine et al., 2009). Yet,
recent developments in each area suggest that conditions may
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Fig. 1 – Models of cognitive control and of decision making. (A) In recent models of cognitive control, such as the cascade model
shown here, control processes are organized according to their level of abstraction: from low-level control over actions to
high-level control over broad plans for behavior. Information transfer is asymmetric, with processing of abstract information
exerting a stronger influence (solid arrows) over more concrete processing than the reverse (dotted arrows). (B) Models of
decision making, like that of Rangel and colleagues (2008) shown here, represent processes in terms of their functional,
sequential contributions to choice. Potential actions are integrated with contextual/motivational information, assigned a value,
and then compared in order to execute a decision/select action. Feedback about outcomes alters computations at each stage of
processing.
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be ripe for the emergence of new connections between
cognitive control and decision neuroscience research.

2.

Contrasting approaches to flexible behavior

Neuroimaging research in these two domains—cognitive
control and decision making—shares a common goal of
understanding the neural systems supporting flexible selection of behavior, particularly in the face of uncertainty. Yet,
researchers in each area pursue this goal via independent
research traditions, emphasize different sorts of psychological
processes, and employ distinct experimental designs and
protocols. These differences of method and tradition obscure a
key similarity: these areas examine complimentary actionselection mechanisms at overlapping stages in the preparation-action-feedback cycle characteristic of goal-directed
behavior.
Interest in the neural basis of cognitive control emerged
relatively recently from the longstanding interest in psychological processes related to executive function (Fuster, 2008).
Within the context of neuroscience research, cognitive control
refers to the goal-directed biasing of neural processing, as
when the PFC exerts a modulatory influence on other brain
regions (Miller and Cohen, 2001). Commonly studied aspects of
cognitive control include resolving conflict between competing action representations, switching of resources between
concurrent tasks, and learning and implementing rules for
behavior. To evoke these control processes, researchers often
employ tasks which ask participants to act contrary to an
overlearned tendency or to withhold a prepotent response, as
in the Stroop (Egner and Hirsch, 2005), Simon (Peterson et al.,
2002), and stop-signal tasks (Aron and Poldrack, 2006a). Other
common paradigms require participants to learn and implement experimenter-provided rules for mapping stimuli to
responses, often under conditions which require flexible
switching between task rules or response strategies (Bunge,
2004a). These tasks tend to emphasize experimental control of
behavior, requiring participants to pursue artificial goals or
respond according to rules dictated by the experimenter.
Neuroscientific research into the mechanisms of decision
making has been oriented toward understanding particular
phenomena, rather than psychological processes. In large
part, this reflects the tradition within behavioral economic
research—and, to a lesser extent, within judgment and
decision making research—to treat choices themselves as
the explanatory targets for models (Bateman et al., 2004;
Hensher and Bradley, 1993). Thus, research in decision
neuroscience frequently adopts experimental paradigms
that evoke interesting choice biases, such as ambiguity
aversion (Huettel et al., 2006), loss aversion (Tom et al.,
2007), framing effects (De Martino et al., 2006), or counterintuitive rejection of money in economic games (Sanfey et al.,
2003). Most studies require participants to make repeated and
meaningful decisions, typically by linking the choice outcomes to participants’ compensation. This aligns participants'
personal interests with the goals of the experimenter, allowing the choices in the experiments to be used as an index of
preferences within choice functions (Grether and Plott, 1979;
Sen, 1971). Accordingly, research has heretofore emphasized
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the study of how individuals assess the desirability of each
decision option and compare those options within some
common neural currency (Hare et al., 2010; Smith et al.,
2010), or “valuation” and “value comparison,” respectively
(Montague and Berns, 2002).
Three methodological differences may particularly underlie the divergence between cognitive control and decision
neuroscience research. First, studies of cognitive control's
neural mechanisms typically target a particular brain region
(i.e., the lateral PFC), whereas studies of decision making
investigate particular phenomena (e.g., temporal discounting).
Second, cognitive-control paradigms generally involve the
learning and execution of experimenter-defined rules mapping stimuli to actions, while participants in decision-making
paradigms are provided incentives to choose according to
their own personal preferences. Third, paradigms in cognitive
control often (but not always) seek to minimize interindividual
heterogeneity in behavior, to ensure a common process across
participants, whereas decision-making studies use interindividual variability to better understand brain function (Chiu
and Yantis, 2009; McGuire and Botvinick, 2010; Venkatraman
et al., 2009a).
Despite these methodological differences, both cognitivecontrol and decision-making experiments often target neural
computations occurring within the action-selection cycle. A
response inhibition task and a gambling task, for example,
seem superficially dissimilar, and would typically be used to
investigate different processes. These tasks share key similarities from an action-selection perspective, however: both
require the representation of a controlling goal, the integration of past experience (from prior trials or individual
preferences), the selection of the most goal-appropriate
response, and the use of feedback to reinforce or modify
future response tendencies. Accordingly, cognitive control
and decision neuroscience studies address neural computations occurring throughout overlapping stages of the actionselection cycle, from goals through action to feedback. (The
literatures do differ in the domain of control processes
required, as when studying response conflict versus value
comparisons.) Thus, although each literature approaches the
problem of flexible action selection with different methods
and traditions, there are fundamental similarities between the
action-selection processes their tasks engage and between the
neural computations supporting that processing.

3.
Potential integration: specifying
control processes
From seminal neurological observations to modern functional
neuroimaging, substantial evidence implicates the lateral
prefrontal cortex (lPFC) in goal-directed behavior. Behavioral
deficits following brain lesions have consistently implicated the
PFC in the exercise of cognitive control (Kimberg et al., 1997;
Robbins, 1996), and prefrontal patients evince deficits in
decision making, motivation, planning, and simulating actions,
despite often largely intact perceptual abilities (Bechara et al.,
1994; Eslinger and Damasio, 1985; Shallice, 1982). Such cases
provided early clues to the control functions supported by the
lPFC, and remain experimentally important today (Badre et al.,
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2009). In recent years, however, advances in functional
neuroimaging have revolutionized our understanding of the
mechanisms of prefrontal control. These tools allow neuroscientists to explore in detail the functional organization of
cognitive control within the lPFC.
A key question within cognitive control research has been
whether lateral prefrontal control processing might demonstrate some form of topographic organization. Findings from
functional neuroimaging studies have provided converging
evidence for a rostral–caudal axis of control processing (Badre
and D'Esposito, 2007; Koechlin et al., 2003). Control over
concrete stimulus-response associations is enacted by caudal
regions, such as the dorsal premotor cortex. More abstract
action representations, such as plans for simple sequences or
rules for selecting action based on context, are processed in
more rostral areas, such as the dorsolateral PFC. Finally,
control over highly abstract plans, goals, and response
strategies is exercised by the most anterior portion of PFC,
the frontopolar cortex. Control processing along this rostral–
caudal axis is hierarchical, such that increasingly abstract
control engages additional cortical regions along the axis
(Badre, 2008; Christoff and Gabrieli, 2000).
Influential examples of this rostral–caudal framework are
the cascade model (Koechlin et al., 2003) and the policy
abstraction model (Badre and D'Esposito, 2009). The cascade
model argues that control processes are organized according
to their degree of temporal abstraction away from the present.
That is, most posterior regions of lPFC support control based
on the current context (e.g., mapping actions onto stimuli as
they are perceived). More anterior regions integrate current
information with information carried forward from a prior
context, including longer-term goals. The policy abstraction
model describes an explicit hierarchy in which higher-order
abstract rules manage lower-order, concrete rules for action
selection. First-order policies allow for selection between
multiple competing actions (least abstract), second-order
policies enable selection between different first-order policies
(more abstract), and so on up multiple levels of increasing
abstraction. Though these two models conceptualize abstraction and control in somewhat different ways, they posit a
nearly identical rostral–caudal axis supported by very similar
neuroimaging results (Badre and D'Esposito, 2007; Koechlin
et al., 2003) and by data from patients with PFC lesions (Badre
et al., 2009) or schizophrenia (Chambon et al., 2008). Together,
these findings present a compelling case for the organization
of action selection within lPFC according to a principle of
abstraction.
Such hierarchical models of action selection have been
influential within cognitive control research, but they offer
even greater potential advantages to researchers exploring the
functional neuroanatomy of decision making. Lateral PFC
activity is a common finding in decision neuroscience (Liu
et al., 2010; Mohr et al., 2010), but functional interpretations of
this processing remain rudimentary. This may be in part due
to decision neuroscience's focus on behavioral phenomena
and individual differences, as well as the use of more openended designs to evoke preference-driven behavior. While
advantageous in many regards, these design conventions
have their drawbacks: decision neuroscience research has
identified lateral prefrontal contributions to a variety of

flexible, goal-driven behaviors (e.g. Bach et al., 2009; Bhatt
et al., 2010; Serences, 2008), yet failed to integrate these
findings within a common explanatory framework.
Hierarchical models of action selection drawn from the
cognitive control literature suggest a ready antidote to the lack
of structure within the decision neuroscience literature. These
models provide an explanatory framework that can be used to
generate predictions regarding a variety of goal-directed
behaviors, such as implementing complex or layered control,
organizing sub-tasks, or optimizing behavior across response
strategies. Under such conditions, lPFC activation at different
levels of the rostral–caudal hierarchy should correspond to
control exerted at characteristic levels of abstraction. This
potential to segregate levels of control processing makes these
models especially well-suited for application to decision
neuroscience, where they could strengthen inferences regarding the control processes active throughout the lPFC during
decision making. Researchers examining a few topics of
shared interest between cognitive control and decision
neuroscience are realizing these advantages, but this potential
remains mostly untapped.
In the following sections, we consider two points of contact
between the cognitive-control and decision-making literatures: strategy switching and self-control. We evaluate how
well current models of prefrontal function permeate those
research areas, and we identify key topics for future
investigation.

4.
Relational integration and strategy
switching
Rules and policies that lead to good outcomes in one
circumstance may not provide the same benefits at other
times. Thus, adaptive behavior often requires individuals to
maintain multiple plans and to shift between them to reach a
particular, constant goal. The concept of “strategy switching,”
though derived from decision-making research, can be linked
to behavioral and neurochemical findings from the cognitivecontrol literature suggesting that reward, emotion, and
control mechanisms interact to balance stable and flexible
responding (Braver and Cohen, 2000; Cools and Robbins, 2004;
Doya, 2008; Dreisbach and Goschke, 2004; Müller et al., 2007).
In particular, strategy switching in decision tasks could be
subsumed within the most abstract level of cognitive control
(see Section 3). Within the cascade model, for example,
switching between two different response rules requires a
process of branching control that holds one rule in reserve
while another is engaged. This process activates rostral PFC,
like other tasks that involve integrating multiple outcomes in
pursuit of a higher goal (Ramnani and Owen, 2004).
Initiating a switch requires an evaluative component of
control to detect circumstances justifying a change to
behavior (Botvinick et al., 2001). This process reflects strategic
regulation of control resources by a more abstract, superordinate evaluative system. Significant attempts have been made
to integrate cognitive control and decision making accounts of
the evaluative system; these suggest that PFC regions such as
the dorsomedial PFC monitor for either conflicts in information processing or action outcome values (Botvinick, 2007;
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Rushworth and Behrens, 2008). These influential models have
established a precedent within the literature that supports the
integration of research from both cognitive control and
decision making studies.
A canonical example of strategy switching can be seen in
the shifts between exploratory and exploitative behavior.
Organisms harvesting resources from a changing environment must balance an exploitative strategy that allows them
to accumulate known rewards and an exploratory strategy
that allows them to gather information regarding possibly
more lucrative rewards (Cohen et al., 2007; Montague and
King-Casas, 2007). Daw and colleagues (2006) used fMRI to
study voluntary transitions between exploratory and exploitative strategies. Reinforcement learning models classified
participants' trial-by-trial choices as either exploitative or
exploratory, with these classifications then used to identify
neural correlates of these strategies. Exploitative choices were
associated with activation in the ventromedial PFC, consistent
with the calculation of action value (Wunderlich et al., 2009).
Intriguingly, exploratory decisions were associated with
increased activation in bilateral frontopolar cortex and medial
intraparietal sulcus. Frontopolar activation in these cases may
have reflected the higher-order decision making processes
necessary to pursue a strategy of exploration, in the face of
greater immediate rewards through exploitation. The authors
suggested that bias signals from the frontopolar cortex exert
inhibitory control over the current response strategy, in order
to allow for the expression of the alternate exploratory
strategy.
Further investigation by Boorman and colleagues (2009) has
clarified the critical role played by frontopolar cortex in
selecting between response strategies. In this study, participants made choices between two virtual slot machines. The
payoff magnitude for each machine was varied randomly on
every trial, so there was no advantage to tracking these
amounts over time. By contrast, the probability of winning for
each machine changed slowly over time, so participants could
use that information to help them select which machine to play
on each trial. Since the frontopolar cortex was known to be
involved in switching between different response strategies,
the authors suspected it might be involved in executing
switches between the two slot machines. Their results supported this hypothesis, while also revealing a more specific
mechanism: frontopolar cortex activation was found to encode
the probability of winning on the unchosen slot machine, relative
to the chosen machine. In other words, frontopolar cortex
carried a signal about the benefits of the alternative choice
strategy, relative to the current default choice strategy.
Furthermore, both increased activation of frontopolar cortex
and increased functional connectivity between the frontopolar
cortex and parietal/premotor regions tended to predict a
strategy switch on the subsequent trial. This evidence suggests
that the frontopolar cortex plays both a general role in
monitoring available response strategies and a specific role in
implementing switches to the most beneficial strategy.
These examples from the decision-making literature support the idea that frontopolar cortex tracks the relative benefits
of behavioral strategies and initiates strategic shifts based on
new information. By integrating advanced behavioral learning
models common within decision neuroscience and prior work
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in cognitive control, these investigators were able to derive
tractable neural explanations for aspects of strategy switching,
an important component of goal-directed decision making. It is
probably not coincidental that this topic (strategy switching)
and this brain region (frontopolar cortex) provide a nexus for
integration between these two literatures. The frontopolar
cortex is functionally both more specific and more selective
than more posterior regions of PFC; that is, its activation tends
to be reliably evoked by tasks that require some sort of
relational integration (Christoff et al., 2001; Kroger et al., 2002)
but not by most other sorts of executive processing (Banich
et al., 2000; Ford et al., 2005; Garavan et al., 2002). Thus, the
observation of activation in frontopolar cortex provides clearer
insight into the likely underlying functional processes, as
compared to activation in other parts of PFC (Poldrack, 2006).

5.

Inhibitory function and self-control

Successfully implementing our decisions often requires inhibition of some form of temptation (e.g., immediate outcomes,
certain rewards). Anyone who has undertaken a diet, struggled
with an addiction, or contemplated cheating realizes the
powerful forces arrayed against our long-term goals. Accordingly, there has been substantial interest in the ability to hew to
a plan and pursue a goal, particular in the face of superficially
more appealing alternatives, or “self-control.” Self-control has
been of particular interest to decision-making researchers
because of the violations of standard theories associated with
its failures (Bickel and Marsch, 2001; Thaler and Shefrin, 1981).
But, its neural instantiation poses challenges. Unlike relational
integration, self-control has not been unambiguously localized
to a specific aspect of PFC (Cojan et al., 2009; Kuhn et al., 2009;
Sharp et al., 2010). Yet, the integration of insights from the
cognitive neuroscience literature holds promise for clarifying
the neuroanatomical conception of self-control processes in
decision making.
Understanding how people inhibit unwanted actions has
been a longstanding area of research in cognitive psychology,
and now in cognitive neuroscience (Aron, 2007; Miyake et al.,
2000). Canonical tasks—such as the oddball, anti-saccade, or
stop signal paradigms—involve the execution of a highly
automatic or practiced motor response, accompanied by
intermittent signals to withhold or change that response.
Successfully overcoming such pre-potent responses requires
the contribution of a network of brain regions including the
lPFC, as shown by converging evidence from lesion (Aron et al.,
2003), single-unit (Sakagami et al., 2001), and functional
neuroimaging studies (Liddle et al., 2001). Regions such as
the dorsolateral PFC, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the
basal ganglia are often active in tasks involving self-control or
response inhibition, with their engagement thought to reflect
control processes related to rule or conflict monitoring and
response halting (Aron et al., 2007b; Bunge, 2004b; Krug and
Carter, 2010). Additionally, a region of lPFC, the right ventrolateral PFC, has now been implicated in self-control under a
variety of tasks conditions, such as response inhibition,
delay of gratification, and thought suppression (Cohen and
Lieberman, 2010). Such research has been recently extended to
establish a role for lPFC in the inhibition of a variety of
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automatic processes, such as in emotional regulation (Wager
et al., 2008; Winecoff et al., 2011), as well as in conflict during
goal-directed decision making (Hare et al., 2009).
Decision neuroscientists initially examined self-control in the
context of scenarios contrasting patience with temptation. A
common experimental task asks participants to choose between
a small reward received immediately and a larger reward
received after a time delay. Resisting the temptation to choose
the immediate (but less valuable) option is hypothesized to
require self-control. In a series of such experiments, McClure and
colleagues (2004; 2007) identified a limbic-reward network
activated by tempting options, and a prefrontal-executive
network active during all decisions. Additionally, the relative
level of activation between these two networks could predict
participants' choices of either the tempting or patient option.
This suggests that a neural system associated with cognitive
control contributes when valuation requires patience (see Kable
and Glimcher, 2007 for an alternative perspective).
Expanding on this literature, decision neuroscientists have
begun to examine compromises between conflicting goals and
desires. Hare and colleagues (2009) explicitly examined selfcontrol's role in a familiar conflict: the decision to choose
foods based on health or taste. While undergoing fMRI, hungry
participants rated images of healthy snacks and junk foods for
both taste and healthiness, and then chose between such food
items. Participants were sorted into two groups based on their
behavior: the self-control group balanced health and taste
information when choosing foods, while non-self-controllers
chose based on taste alone. Imaging results demonstrated that
an area of the left dorsolateral PFC was activated when
participants resisted the temptation to choose tasty but
unhealthy foods. Furthermore, this region was negatively
functionally coupled, via an intermediate lPFC region, to the
ventromedial PFC area representing the net expected value
from the food choice. These results suggest a self-control
mechanism based in the lPFC may modulate value representations elsewhere in the brain. Furthermore, this modulatory
influence may reflect the integration of abstract long-term
goals, such as a desire for health, with more primary stimulus
values, such as a food's taste.
While these studies suggest a lateral prefrontal role in selfcontrolled decision making, neuroimaging evidence alone
cannot support causal conclusions regarding brain–behavior
relationships. Techniques which allow the manipulation of
neural processing, such as transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS), serve as an essential compliment to measurementbased techniques such as fMRI (Paus, 2005). Figner and
colleagues (2010) applied low-frequency TMS to the dorsolateral PFC to study interactions between self-control and
valuation. Research participants made choices between
small immediate or larger delayed rewards, as in prior work
(Kable and Glimcher, 2007; McClure et al., 2004), after TMS
disruption of processing within either the left or right
dorsolateral PFC. Disruption of left dorsolateral PFC caused
participants to choose impatiently, foregoing larger later
rewards for smaller immediate ones. By contrast, participants'
explicit valuations of these rewards were unaffected by TMS.
These results suggest self-control processes instantiated in
the left lPFC exert control over decisions independent of
medial prefrontal/striatal valuation. Self-control of behavior

may thus depend on a distinct lateral prefrontal process
capable of arresting behaviors after the valuation stage of
decision making (Luo et al., 2009).
While this evidence broadly implicates the lPFC in selfcontrol (Fuster, 2008), important questions remain regarding
the particular roles played by different lPFC regions. Dorsolateral PFC, for example, engages flexible cognitive control
through interactions with the dorsomedial PFC and perceptual
cortex (Egner and Hirsch, 2005; Kerns et al., 2004). Ventral and
posterior lPFC, by contrast, support inhibitory control and
response stopping via circuit interactions with the presupplementary motor area and subthalamic nucleus (Aron
and Poldrack, 2006b; Nachev et al., 2007). An understanding of
both the independence and interactions of such control
circuits will be key to shedding light on the mechanisms
underlying self-controlled action.
Given the variety of control processes supported by the lPFC,
self-controlled behavior might be attained through a number of
distinct strategies, each engaging characteristic lPFC control
circuits. According to this perspective, self-control is not a single
process, but a class of processes which similarly restrain
behavior (Magen and Gross, 2010). Self-control processes could,
for example, be organized according to levels of abstraction, in a
manner consistent with the rostral–caudal hierarchical models
of cognitive control described above (see Section 3). Rostrolateral
PFC would support self-control implemented via highly abstract
goals, intentions, and strategies, such as the creation of a binding
precommitment to a non-tempting alternative (e.g., joining
Weight Watchers) (Ariely and Wertenbroch, 2002; Gul and
Pesendorfer, 2001). Dorsolateral PFC might support self-control
in situations rather less removed from temptation, through
mechanisms based on rules, plans, or the decision making
context (e.g., re-routing to avoid passing the candy store). Finally,
more caudal regions such as ventrolateral PFC might implement
self-control in the face of temptation through inhibitory control
over motor responses directly evoked by a tempting stimulus
(e.g. stopping your hand in mid-reach for a candy bar). Such an
integrated approach makes clear and falsifiable predictions
regarding the contributions of distinct prefrontal control systems
(Aron et al., 2004), and would anchor the various findings from
imaging (Aron et al., 2007a; Diekhof and Gruber, 2010; Hare et al.,
2009) and neurostimulation (Coxon et al., 2006; Fecteau et al.,
2007; Figner et al., 2010; Knoch et al., 2006) experiments
addressing different forms of self-control.

6.

Conclusions and future directions

Cognitive control and decision making research thus address
related questions: How is behavior adapted to fit changing
circumstances? How are expected costs and benefits weighed
to select actions? How are undesirable actions controlled or
inhibited? In addressing such questions, cognitive-control
models typically identify top-down, often prefrontal, executive processes which modulate target brain regions (Koechlin
and Summerfield, 2007; Miller and Cohen, 2001). Decisionmaking models, by contrast, translate such questions into
terms of choices and value, and seek out neural responses
correlated with individual preferences revealed by these
choices (Rangel et al., 2008; Samanez-Larkin et al., 2008).
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These approaches draw on distinct traditions and methods,
but are clearly related, and, we argue, complementary. As the
example of strategy switching illustrates, the integration of
theory and technique from cognitive control and decision
making can foster unique insights into the computational
mechanisms supporting behavioral control. Other topics of
shared interest, such as self-control, possess great potential—
yet still await the benefits of an integrative approach.
Fig. 2 illustrates the complimentary contributions that
decision neuroscience and cognitive control research can
make to the understanding of action selection. Models of
decision making emphasize sequential stages in the actionselection cycle, and thus provide organization along a
temporal dimension. Cognitive control models contribute an
anatomical dimension, consistent with hierarchical control of
action selection: abstract representations engage rostral lPFC,
while more concrete action representations engage caudal
lPFC. Thus, representations residing at characteristic levels of
abstraction (e.g. goals and strategies, rules and plans, and
possible motor acts) are able to influence hierarchically lower
and anatomically more caudal action representations
throughout the stages leading from preparation to action
execution. Valuation, a hallmark of decision neuroscience,
plays a central role in the comparison and selection of
competing representations at each level of abstraction.
Value, reward, and outcome signals, derived from regions
such as the ventromedial and orbital PFC as well as the
anterior cingulate cortex and striatum, are integrated via
functional interactions with the lPFC, where this information
can be used to guide action selection (Daw et al., 2006; Diekhof
and Gruber, 2010; Hare et al., 2009; Savine and Braver, 2010).
Importantly, the functional neuroanatomy of these interactions should specifically reflect the abstractness of the valued
representation, be it a broad goal or strategy or a particular
motor act. Such sensitivity to abstractness allows for flexible
(e.g., strategically selected) and yet regulated (e.g., selfcontrolled) pursuit of goal-directed action.
Recently, cognitive control researchers have taken the
initiative in exploring links with decision neuroscience.
Emboldened by the successes of the rostral–caudal axis
model of control, researchers are extending it to address
processes typically associated with decision making. Koechlin
and colleagues, for example, have described interactions
between their cascade model hierarchy and a parallel

Abstract

Concrete

hierarchy of medial incentive-based motivation (Charron
and Koechlin, 2010; Kouneiher et al., 2009). Likewise, Badre,
Kayser, and D'Esposito demonstrated the role of their policy
abstraction hierarchy in supporting abstract rule acquisition
during an open-ended reinforcement learning task (Badre
et al., 2010). Despite their advantages, these models have not
attracted the attention of decision neuroscience researchers,
with some exceptions. As one example, comparison of
distinct decision-making and cognitive-control tasks has
demonstrated a medial prefrontal topography engaged by
increasingly abstract response, decision, and strategy control
(Venkatraman et al., 2009b). Measures of resting-state functional connectivity reveal hierarchically organized connections between this medial topography and the lPFC rostrocaudal axis (Taren et al., 2011), solidifying this model's utility
for understanding the prefrontal mechanisms underlying
control of goal-directed action.
With future adoption of these rostral–caudal models,
decision neuroscience has much to contribute at its interface
with cognitive control. Decision neuroscience's experimental
repertoire includes a range of advanced quantitative models of
choice behavior and valuation (Behrens et al., 2008; Glascher
et al., 2010; Kable and Glimcher, 2007). These techniques can
deepen our understanding of the computational roles played
by brain regions and networks—particularly when used in
conjunction with analyses of functional connectivity (Friston
et al., 2003; Roebroeck et al., 2005). Additionally, the emphasis
within decision neuroscience on modeling both withinsubject choices and between-subject individual differences
provides a complimentary approach to the process-isolation
common in cognitive control experiments. Modeling these
sources of experimental variability and correlating them with
phenomenon of interest should expand the explanatory
power of control models, and foster the development of richer
theories of flexible behavior. These advances in turn should
allow researchers studying cognitive control and decision
making to together establish a more rigorous theory of the
prefrontal control of thought and action.
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